
'Warm' superconductors 
getting down to 

tin-tacks 

Like magic, a magne t floats serene ly in mid air , invisibly 
suspended above a black grainy disc that sits in a smo king 
pool of liquid nitrogen. 

You arc witnessing a stanling demonstra
tion of superconductivity. Tilat rough disc 
is a sample of the new generation of 
ceramic superconductors, a specially con
cocted mixtu re of oxides of rare earth . 
barium, and copper. Resistance to the now 
of electricity completely vanishes after 
they're chilled with liquid nitrogen. 

Lev1tatmg magnets are an aspect of the 
;trange world of superconduCtivity: hnes of 
magnetic force arc forbidden to enter the 
superconductor. causing the repulsion or 
any nearby magnet (the Mcis~ncr c.:ffcct) . 

Nobody can give you an adcqunhl c.:xpla 
nation of why the new breed of cernmics. 
which buN upon the scene 2 year~ ago , 
become •uperconductors at temperature~ 
so much h1ghcr than prevaou,ly known 
materials showing this char;tch:rilotiC. 

Superconductivaty - discovered in mer
cury in 19 11 - had been largely confined 

A historic graph - the rc>istunce elf the 
rorst 1-2-3 superconductor made by I'StRO 
dive to Lero. Luter-improved -~umtJies 
go superconducting well above 
liquid-nitrogen tcmpcrnture (77 K). 
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to some metals. and required refrigeration 
to near absolute 1cro, a rather involved 
process requiring liquid helium (boiling 
point 4 K, or - 269"(.'). The new super
conductors operate :11 temperatures higher 
than the boiling point or liquid nitrogen (77 
K, or - 196°C). 

The most prombing type to date has a 
'critical temperature' of about 90 K. At thb 
t<:mperature a 'uddcn tran•ition occurs 
from partially conductang (above 1t) to 
~uperconducting (below it). This super
conductor is a ccram1c wath a formula clo•c 
tO Yl3a~Cu307 (called 'l-2-3' becau;e it 
contains yttrium, bnraum, and copper in 
these ratios). 

There are now dozens of different super
conducting ceramic•. the record-holder 
one in which thallium replaces the rare 
eanh component ha' a critical temp
erature of 125 K I low ,oon will it be before 
materials with even higher transition 
tempera tures arc d1scovercd? Is a room
te mpera ture superconductor possible? 
Notwith~tunding the lack of a theoretical 

framework, >Cicnti't' and engineer~ have 
seized on the ne\\ materials for their 
perceived potent ani to bnng :1bout dramnttc 
industrial change• w1th profound social and 
economic implication•. 

Possible future applicaiiOIIS or super
conductors include: 

I> zero- loss transmission or electricity 
along main ;arteries of the electricity 
grid (no more lugh voltage pylons) 

I> super-fa,, antcgratcd c~rcuits and com
puters 

I> magnetically levitated tranlS 

I> super-powerfu l electric generator, and 
motors 

!> magnetic ~hacldang 

I> ;,cnsitivc scien11Cic and medical in•tru 
ments 

!> high-power magnet~ for magneto 
hydrodynam•c• (by which power could 
he more dficicnt ly produced than with 
present rotating generators) and 
magnetic 'bottle,· for nuclear fusion 

Australian ~cicntl<t\ are caught up in the 
excitement. When Or John Mac!arlane of 
the NIRO DiviSIOn of Applied Physics read 
the first rcpon rcvcahng the recipe for the 
1-2-3 superconductors. he immediate ly con
ferred with his colleagues. Before long. on 
April 2. 19R7, they watched a, the temper
ature of their sample dropped to nitrogen's 
boiling point and their in~trumcnl~ told 
them that its electrical resistance "a~ 

plummeting toward\ tcro. 



Several groups in CSIRO and Australian 
universities are undert3king research into 
ceramic superconductors; collaboration 
with industry is an import;lnt element in 
the major projects. More than 50 physicists. 
chemists, electrical engineers, and mat
erials scientists are involved. 

Significa ntly, Australia is e ndowed with 
large deposits of rare earths; half the 
world's supply of one of them, yttrium . 
comes from this country. 

Cool-h ea ded indust.rialists 

The Australian gove rnment has awarded 
[our major G IRD grants (Gn1nts for 

The struclun : of the '1-2-3' 
superconductors. A un it cell ofY8a1 Cu30 7 
has one atom or yttrium, two or barium, 
and chree or copper. SuperconducJing 
electrons travel along the copper-oxygen 
planes. The desired maccriul is called an 
oxygen-defecl pcrovskite because oxygen 
acoms are missing from vu rious locations 
•vilhin the crystal lattice; fur best results, 
0 7 is altered eo 0 6.11-0.9 • 

Q yttrium e banunt 

The science behind the magic 

Superconductivity was discovered by the 
Dutch physicist l leikc Kamcrlingh-Onnes 
in 1911. He was astonished to find that 
when he cooled mercury with liquid helium 
(a frigid 4 degrees above absolute zero) its 
resistance completely vanished. An electri
ca l current induced in a ring of mercury 
would continue indefinitely, ~ state of 
affairs impossible for the physics or the tl~y 
to explain. 

lt required 46 ye~ rs o f sustained theoret
ical e ffort to come up with a satisfactory 
answer. involving the strange world of 
quantum mechanics. In 1957. John Uar
decm, Leon Coot>er, il11d John Schrieffcr 
offered the world their 'BCS' theory. '1 nd 
it has since become the accepted explana
tion (it won them a Nobel Prize too). 

!low can the electrical equivalent of 
perpetual motion b" possible? 

In an ordinary conductor. <Ln electron 
swi r11s in n sea of its confrercs. An electrical 
current is a steady drift of this swarming 
sea of panicles. In the~r migration, elec
trons are apt to bump into obstacles -
nuclei of the conducting material - and 
lose energy. 

In a superconductor. we have a different 
situation. In particular, the quantum 
mechanical 'spin ' of the electrons plays a 
major role. Electrons wi th spin 'up' a rc 
able to pai r up with mate~ that have spin 
'down'. Physicists ascribe , as the glue in 

this arrangement , phonon~ - qu~ntised 

vibrations of the nuclei lattice. 
Bonded this way, a set of ·Cooper pai rs' 

can overcome collisions with consummate 
ease. The energy that a lone electron would 
otherwise lose in such a collision is, in the 
paired situation, simply transferred to the 
other electron in the duo and the Cooper 
pair continues on with undiminished 
energy. 

Satisfying as this BCS theory may be, the 
unfortunate tnuh is that it doesn't explain 
how superco nductivit y can exi~t at temper
atures much above absolute zero. Thermal 
agitation should break up the Cooper pai rs. 

Physicists therefore found it hard to 
believe the news that Georg Bcdnon and 
Alex Mueller. of IDM in Zurich, had found 
superconductivity at 36 K in a ceramic 
lanthanum barium copper oxide. That was 
in December 1985, <Lild the hunt for even 
higher critical temperatures began. ( In 
1987, the IBM pair won a Nobel Prize (or 
i hci r discove ry.) 

ln March 1987, Or Paul Chu of the 
University of Houston. Texas. announced 
the remarkable 1-2-3 compounds that 
became supe rco nducting at SO K. 

At least one m<Ljor fea ture of the BCS 
theory can be retained in the new regime: 
experimentalists agree that electrons still 
bond into Cooper pairs. But the 'warm' 
superconductors exceed , by a wide margin . 

• coppc1 Q oxygen 

the theoretical temperature limit of 
phonon-mediated e lectron coupling. 
Indeed , some experiments indicate that 
phonons aren't necessary ;H these elevated 
tempe ratures. 

What. then. is the glue? Scientists have 
picked on quantised virtual particles they 
eaU magnous. spinous, modiJied phonons, 
holons (and ' and-so-ons') . but no 
mechanism has stood out as fundamentally 
it . 

Or Macfarlane points to the like ly role 
of lhe almost two-dimensional structure of 
the 1-2-3 crystal . 1t looks as though 
copper-oxygen planes ilre responsible fo r 
the superconductivity, and the more such 
layers arc present. the higher the cri tical 
tempe rature becomes. Because conducting 
layers are separated by insulating layers, a 
ve ry strong attraction must exist between 
charge carriers ; some unusual mechanism 
is at play . 

Perhaps there is a tie-up here with what 
happens in other strange sut>erconducting 
materials that also don't behave in 
accorda nce with BCS theory - organic 
materia ls, for instance, and uranium com
pounds that behave as if their electrons 
were thousands of times more massive 
than usual. 

The re's another Nobel Pri:te waiiing for 
whoeve r solves the puzzle , but it may lake 
some years yet. 
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Industrial Research and Development), 
worth S2 million over 3 years, for super· 
conductor research. 

The first. for research in to superconduct· 
ing instruments and sensors, involves the 
CSJRO Division of Applied Physics, l)TIP, 
A W A, :md Ausonics. Specific devices to 
be designed and tested include Joscphson 
junctions and SQUID magnetometers 
(both superconducting devices th~ll rely on 
quantum behaviour for extremely sensitive 
and precise measurements). microbolo· 
meters for infrared detection , and magnetic 
shields for assisting sensitive detectors 
recover smnll m;lgnetic signals (such as 
those produced by the human brain) . 

Westmcad Hospital , Sydney, with help 
from CSIRO. is presently using a liquid
helium-cooled biomagnctometer, using 
niobium as superconductor. to investigate 
the magnetic fields generated by normal 
and malfunctioning brains: if the instru· 
mcnt can be made to work with liquid 
nitrogen nnd ecru mic :;upcrconductor. costs 

will f~tll and a new diagnostic tool may 
become medically routine. 

This instrument, like many others, will 
rely on tiny sensors formed by depostt ing 
thin fi lms of superconductor. The resear
chers are testing various techniques for 
preparing such films. 

A second Gl RD grunt. for research on 
superconducting power e<1b lcs , also 
involves the Division of Applied Physics, 
together with the University of New South 
Wales (School of Materials Science). 
ANSTO (the Australian Nuclear Science 
and Technology Organisation). Metal Man
ufactun:rs Ltd. and Elcom (the Electricity 
Commission of New South Wale~). 

Metal Manufacturers is a major Austra· 
lian producer or power cable;, and the idea 
of superconducting cables opens up 
tremendous possibilities for the company. 
About 20% of the electrica l e nergy gener
ated at power Sl<l tions is present ly lost as 
heat in transmission wires. Of course the 
brittleness of the new ceramic superconduc
tors is a drawback, but the resea rchers 
involved in this project have already pre· 
pared a length of superconducting wire. 

A third grant involves Monash Univer
sity. O lex Cables, the Stme Electricity 
Commission Of Victoria. and the CS IRO 
Division of Materials Science and Technol
ogy. These Melbourne-bascd research 
teams arc looking into the possibili ti es of 
using coils of superconductors 10 swrc 
electrical energy as magnetic flux- essen· 
tia lly using the coils as big batteries. 

Lastly , the School of Physics at the 
University of New South Wales is col
labora ting with A WA in investigating the 
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opportunities for using superconductors in 
integrated circuits . 

Crit ical factors 

While e nchantment with the new ceramics 
is high , we should keep in mind that, at 
present. they have other problems besides 
the need for very low temperatures. One, 
already mentioned, is britt leness: another 
is poor currcnt·C<trrying cupacity. 

The new superconductors are great ly 
superior to the old in terms of critical 
temperature , but they lag behind in terms 
of another parameter. cri tical current. 
While the metallic superconductors can 
carry plenty of current for practical pur
poses (a million amperes per sq. cm and 
more). the new materia ls lose their zero
resistance property under relatively ~ma ll 

loads. The best laboratory results so far 
have been about LOO 000 A per sq. cm in 
single crysta ls and thin fi lms. 

Experiments by Or Maefarlane and his 
collcugucs confirm thut b lame lic!i with the 

grainy structure. The new material can be 
seen as comprising superconducting gra ins 
weakly coupled tOgether in a composite, 
with the connections between grains havtng 
a wide range of critica l currents. 

In the 1-2-3 superconductors, current 
nows easi ly wi thin grains in two di rections. 
hu t poorly in the third (see the box) . When 
current must negotiate its wuy through a 
jumble of grains, choosing a zero-resistance 
path is a chancy business. 

Reeem work by scicmists ovcrsca> has 
demonstra ted th;ll the restricted capacity 
of the bu lk materi<t l can be improved by 
fusing the grains together at 1300°C and 
then cool ing the material in a speci:tl w:ty 
so as to align the grains in the conducting 
direction. Using this technique, they have 
produced bulk samples with critical cur
rents of 17 000 A per sq. cm ·- severa l 
hundred times greater than any previously 
reported in bulk. and only 10 times short 
of the critical cu rrents needed for many 
practical uses. 

However. other difficulties hnvc to be 
solved before large-scale commcrci<t l ~tppli · 

cation of the 1-2-3 superconductors is 
feasible . Since contact with atmospheric 
oxygen, water. and carbon dioxide 
downgrades their performance, protection 
against degradation is a major problem. 
Also, when a thin film of superconductor 
is attached to a substratc, atoms from the 
substrate can diffuse into it and completely 
destroy its essentia l properties. Unfo rtu· 
nate ly. silicon atoms. the basis of modern 
semiconductor devices, perform this most 
unwelco me m:tnoeuvrc, but intermedi:ttc 
b~t rricr coatings may solve the problem. 

A biomagnetometer made by CStRO can 
detect the very weak magnetic lields 
produced by nerve impulses in the brain. 
This one uses u superconducting detector 
cooled by liquid helium. but work with 
'warm' superconductors could lead to a 
cheaper liquid-nitrogen-cooled version. 

Developing good electrical contaCt$ with 
this ceramic substance is a htt tricky too. 
Workers at the University of New South 
Wales have found that adding a little 
powdered si lver to the sintering mixture 
makes the contact resistance much smaller. 

Given that <tl l these limitations can be 
overcome one way or another. there will 
remain one area - electrical noise levels 
- where 1 he new devices cannot compete 
with the old. One of the reasons that 
existing superconducting detectors arc so 
sensi ti ve is that they operate ;tt 4 K. 
Electrica l noise inevitably increases with 
temperature, and a detector cooled to 4 K 
wi ll always have a better signal-to-noise 
ra tio than o ne cooled only to 77 K. 

Notwithstanding all the obswclcs, the 
new superconductors offer rich rewards. 
Or Macfarlanc believes. He thinks 
Australi a has the opportunit y to play a 
significant role in l1oning and polishing 
these as-yet rough diamonds. 'We have all 
the raw materials, a wealth of scientific 
ability and en thusiasm. and most of the 
impo rtmH tools. Will ou r industry recognise 
the wonderful potential?' 

Andrcw Bell 


